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Section I. Issues  

WDRV-WWDV have identified these significant issues facing our community in this quarter. 
 

A. Covid-19: Information on how to educate people and keep them healthy mentally and 
physically during the Covid pandemic  

B. The Business of Culture:  Three snippets of Netflix shows that are shaping our current 
culture and continue to expand their brand  

C. Mental Health :  Information to detect mental breakdowns and grief along with an 
interesting approach to treating mental health 

D. Consumerism: How having personal traits or habits leads us to what we purchase on an 
everyday basis. 

E. Hunger: Information on how to fight hunger through charitable donations or personal 
adaptation in ingenuity   

F. Cancer:  Shining a spotlight on different types of cancer and how as a society we can 
eradicate this disease 

G. Crime:  The effects of everything from white collar crime to organ thieves to medical 
fraud  
 

Section II. Responsive Programs  

WDRV-WWDV has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above referenced 
issues. Details about said programming is set out below. 

 
A. Covid-19 

1. “Radio Health Journal”: Virtual Clinical Trials  
10/04/20; 6:46 AM CT; 07:12 Minutes  

Researchers see the new acceptance of telemedicine as an opportunity during clinical trials. 
Along with Zoom visits, numerous sensors on participants could provide constant 
monitoring of health conditions without traveling to see doctors, making control better. 
Host: Nancy Benson. Producer: Reed Pence. Guest: Glen DeVries, Co-CEO and Co-Founder, 
Medidata Solutions 

2. “Hubbard Helps”: Caring for Our Caregivers Relieves Healthcare Worker 
Burnout  
10/25/20; 6:30 AM CT; 15:21 Minutes  

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought immense stress to all of our lives, but most of all the 
healthcare professionals working to keep us safe. In an effort to help combat the burnout 
they experience and spread gratitude for all of their hard work, Dr. Saloumeh Bozorgzadeh 



founded the non-profit Caring for Our Caregivers. The organization just launched the 
#CaringChallenge, a social media campaign to show healthcare workers that they and their 
work are greatly appreciated.  Contact: Gianna Fontana, Gianna@heronagency.com 

3. “Viewpoints”: The State of Science  
11/15/20; 5:44 AM CT; 09:14 Minutes 

Before the pandemic, roughly 4 in 10 people across the world believed that if science didn’t 
exist their lives would be no different, according to a global survey conducted by 3M 
Corporation. We dig into this staggering statistic and how COVID-19 has altered people’s 
perception of the field. Host: Marty Peterson. Guest: Dr. Jayshree Seth, chief science 
advocate, 3M Corporation. 

4. “PSA”: Coronavirus Response   
11/01/20 – 11/15/20; Aired 21 Times; 30 Seconds 

Putting distance between yourself and others is critical to slowing the spread of 
Coronavirus. So here are ways to stay in contact…without the physical ‘contact’ part.  Call, 
Send a text, Set up a video conference, Post on social media or Dedicate a song on the 
radio.  If you have symptoms of fever, dry cough and shortness of breath, call your 
healthcare provider before going to their office. For more info, visit Coronavirus.gov.  Let’s 
all do our part because we’re all #AloneTogether. 
 
B. The Business of Culture  

1.   “Viewpoints”: Revisiting the German Netflix Series “Dark 
10/04/20; 5:54 AM CT; 02:35 Minutes 

Seasons one, two and three of “Dark” are now streaming on Netflix. The highly rated show 
has an intricate plot that’s sometimes hard to follow but it’s ultimately worth the watch. 
Host: Evan Rook                                                    

2.   “Viewpoints”: The Haunting of Hill House & Bly Manor  
10/25/20; 5:54 AM CT; 02:36 Minutes 

Mike Flanagan’s popular miniseries is back for a sequel with the Haunting of Bly Manor that 
was released earlier this month on Netflix. We dive into the two horror shows and 
determine if they’re worth the watch. Host: Evan Rook                                                                       

3. “Viewpoints”: The Queen’s Gambit  
12/13/20; 5:54 AM CT; 02:12 Minutes  

You don’t need to be a chess whiz to enjoy The Queen’s Gambit. Viewpoints explores the 
Netflix breakout hit featuring actress Anya Taylor-Joy.  Host: Evan Rook                                                                      

 
C. Mental Health  

1. “Radio Health Journal”: The Many Kinds of Grief  
10/25/20; 6:15 AM CT; 08:02 Minutes  

Grief can come from the loss of anything important to us—a loved one, a job, a home, a 
status in the community. Today many people are suffering from unresolved grief, since 
there are no rituals to ease these forms of grief and prohibitions against large gatherings 



such as funerals. An expert discusses the many forms of grief and how we can get through 
them. Host: Nancy Benson. Producer: Reed Pence. Guest: Dr. Missouri McPhee, Chaplain 
and Resident Thanatologist, Orlando Health—Health Central Hospital, Ocoee, FL 

2. “Radio Health Journal”: The Effects of Stress 
11/15/20; 6:02 AM CT; 12:42 Minutes 

2020 has produced an ongoing barrage of stressful events, and psychologists say the 
months of strain have started to show in both physical and mental breakdowns among 
increasing numbers of people. Three mental health professionals discuss the signs that a 
person is in trouble, and what they can do to get through these difficult times intact.  
Host and Producer: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Kate Harkness, Prof. of Psychology, Queens 
Univ.; Dr. Jennifer Love, psychiatrist and co-author, When Crisis Strikes: Five Steps to Heal 
Your Brain, Body, and Life From Chronic Stress; Dr. Kjell Tore Hovik, clinical 
neuropsychologist and co-author, When Crisis Strikes 

3. “Radio Health Journal”: Music Therapy 
 11/15/20; 6:16 AM CT; 07:23 Minutes  

Some people are finding relief from mental health issues through music therapy, a 
combination of psychotherapy and music-making. A noted music therapist describes what 
the practiced is and how it works.  Host: Nancy Benson. Producer: Reed Pence. Guest: Dr. 
Sandi Curtis, Prof. Emeritus of Music Therapy, Concordia Univ., Montreal and author, Music 
for Women (Survivors of Violence) 

 
D. Consumerism 

1. “Radio Health Journal” How Deep are the Differences of Left Handers? 
11/08/20; 6:15 AM CT; 07:42 Minutes  

Handedness is a central part of a person’s identity. Left-handers are often seen as somehow 
different than the rest of us, and over history they’ve been stereotyped as more quirky, 
intelligent, and sinister than righties. Science shows that some labels are likely to be true. 
Experts discuss where handedness comes from, and what differences truly result.  Host: 
Nancy Benson. Guests: R. Ron Yeo, Regents Prof., Univ. of New Mexico; Kim Sawyer, left-
hander; Dr. Clare Porac, Prof. of Psychology, Penn State Univ. and author, Laterality: 
Exploring the Enigma of Left-Handedness 

2. “Viewpoints”: Holiday Shopping 2020 – Do You Need to Buy It? 
11/08/20; 5:44 AM CT; 09:04 Minutes 

Compulsive buying disorder affects around five percent of Americans. With prime shopping 
season fully underway, the number of ads and limited-time deals can lead to several 
unneeded purchases. We speak with psychologist, Dr. Michael Vilensky about how retailers 
get you to keep buying and what to do if you feel like you’re shopping is getting to be a 
problem.  Host: Marty Peterson. Guest: Dr. Michael Vilensky, psychologist, The Ohio State 
University’s Wexner Medical Center. 

3. “Radio Health Journal” What’s Up with Hiccups?” 
12/13/20; 6:16 AM CT; 07:25 Minutes 



Hiccups are annoying and uncomfortable, and doctors don’t know why we (and most other 
species) get them. An expert explains what we know about what hiccups are and why most 
home remedies actually work. Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Dr. Tyler Cymet, Chief, Clinical 
Education, American Assn. of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine 
 
E. Hunger  

1.  “Radio Health Journal”: Food Insecurity  
10/04/20; 6:02 AM CT; 12:54 Minutes 

An estimated 35 million people were food insecure last year, and the dislocations due to 
COVID-19 have made it much worse now. Experts discuss the health consequences of 
hunger, the strategies families are using to cope with economic dislocation, and one local 
effort typical of new volunteer programs to feed hungry children in need. Host and 
producer: Reed Pence. Guests: Jessica Hager, Director of Health and Nutrition, Feeding 
America; Dr. Jagdish Khubchandani, Prof. of Public Health, New Mexico State Univ.; 
Margaret Norris, kindergarten teacher, Arcola Elementary School, Silver Spring, MD 

2. “Hubbard Helps”: Treetime Christmas Creations Partners with  Northern Illinois 
Food Bank 
10/11/20; 6:30 AM CT; 10:07 Minutes 

As the holiday season approaches, Treetime Christmas Creations is doing their part in 
spreading Christmas cheer where it matters. The company has partnered with the Northern 
Illinois Food Bank to organize a food drive lasting for the entire month of October. 
Contact: Carolyn Tovell, ctovell@hubbardchicago.com 

3. “Viewpoints”: The Early American Diet  
11/29/20; 5:32 AM CT; 11:49 Minutes 

Throughout history - war, famine, economic instability has affected what we choose to buy 
at the grocery store. Even today, the pandemic has shifted our grocery shopping and eating 
habits. This week, we rewind back to the Great Depression, which forced millions of 
Americans to find new recipes and get creative with the limited number of ingredients they 
could afford. Host: Gary Price. Guest: Jane Ziegelman, historian, food writer, author, A 
Square Meal: A Culinary History of the Great Depression 

4. “Hubbard Helps”: Breman High School Senior Hosts Fourth Annual Food Drive  
12/20/20; 6:30 AM CT; 08:04 Minutes 

Dylan Gluszek is a senior at Breman High School in Midlothian, and for the past four years 
he’s been collecting and donating food to local food pantries during the holiday season. 
He’s collecting non-perishable food at his home, where he also has an impressive Christmas 
display and light show for everyone stopping by to enjoy. Dylan’s got one goal in mind: to 
feed as many hungry people as he can.  Contact: Dylan Gluszek, dylangluszek@gmail.com   

 
F. Cancer 

1. “Hubbard Helps”: Gilda’s Club Hosting Virtual Run and Walk, Bringing Cancer 
Community Together    



11/01/20; 6:30 AM CT; 16:15 Minutes 
Gilda Radner, one of the original cast members of Saturday Night Live, was diagnosed with 
ovarian cancer in 1985 and passed away just four years later. After her passing, Gilda’s 
husband and friends established the first Gilda’s Club to provide support to others battling 
cancer and their loved ones. Gilda’s Club Chicago is hosting a virtual run & walk now 
through November 15th.Contact: Brad Most, bradmost@gildasclubchicago.org; Laura Jane 
Hyde, LauraJaneHyde@gildasclubchicago.org 

2. “Hubbard Helps”: PANCAN Celebrates National Pancreatic Cancer Awareness 
Month 
11/29/20; 6:30 AM; 15:00 Minutes 

November is National Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Month, shining a light on the ninth and 
10th most commonly diagnosed cancer in women and men, respectively. This year alone, it 
has taken the lives of Representative John Lewis, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg, and, most recently, Jeopardy host Alex Trebek. The Pancreatic Cancer Action 
Network is helping those suffering with this disease and working to find a cure. 
Contact: Frank De Seno, fdeseno@pancanvolunteer.org 

3. “Radio Health Journal”: Pancreatic Cancer  
12/27/20; 6:02 AM; 11:10 Minutes 

Pancreatic cancer is increasing, and soon to be the second leading cancer killer, since it is 
rarely detected in early stages. Two physicians discuss pancreatic cancer and its symptoms, 
as well as their research into methods to find the disease in earlier stages. Host and 
producer: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Richard Frank, Director of Cancer Research, Nuvance 
Health Cancer Institute; Dr. Somashekar Krishna, Assoc. Prof. of Gastroenterology, Ohio 
State Univ. Wexner Medical Center 

4.  “PSA”: Lynn Sage Foundation  
10/01/20 – 10/15/20; Aired 23 Times; 30 Seconds  

The Lynn Sage Foundation raises much needed funds for breast cancer researchers. For the 
past thirteen years, during October, the Chicago restaurant community has raised nearly $1 
million during Chicago’s In Good Taste campaign. This incredible support is improving the 
prevention and treatment of breast cancer for all women and men. To learn more and for a 
list of their generous restaurant partners, please visit www.LynnSageFoundation.org  

5. “PSA”: Sarcoma Alliance  
11/16/20 – 11/30/20; Aired 21 Times; 30 Seconds  

Because of you, I found the resources I needed. Because of you, I found the right doctor. 
Because of you, I am not alone. These are words we cherish at the Sarcoma Alliance. Each 
year, thousands of Americans of all ages are diagnosed with sarcoma, the rare 1% of all 
cancers. The Sarcoma Alliance is there during their difficult journey providing education, 
guidance, and connection. Learn more at SarcomaAlliance.org 
 
 
 



G. Crime 
1. “Viewpoints”: White Collar Crime – The Players & its Economic Consequences 

10/18/20; 5:41 AM CT; 11:16 Minutes 
Each year, white collar crime results in losses that range between 300 and 800 billion 
dollars. Comparatively, other street-level crimes only total 16 billion dollars. Despite the 
huge cost, we seldom hear about lasting consequences for corporate offenders. We explore 
the prevalence of white-collar crime in our country and the systems that allow this 
corruption to flourish. Host: Marty Peterson. Guest: Jennifer Taub, professor of law, 
Western New England University School of Law, author, Big Dirty Money: The Shocking 
Injustice and Unseen Cost of White-Collar Crime. 

2. “Radio Health Journal”: Organ Thieves – The First Human Heart Transplant in 
the South  
10/18/20; 6:15 AM; 07:43 Minutes 

In the race to perform the first human-to-human heart transplant, ethical corners were 
sometimes cut. An investigative journalist explains how a black man’s heart was harvested 
without his family’s consent for the first human heart transplant in the South, and how 
incidents such as this help to explain ongoing African-American distrust of medicine. Host: 
Nancy Benson. Producer: Polly Hansen. Guest: Chip Jones, author, The Organ Thieves: The 
Shocking Story of the First Heart Transplant in the Segregated South 

3. “Radio Health Journal”: The Good & the Bad of Medical Crowd Funding   
12/20/20; 6:02 AM; 12:11 Minutes 

Medical campaigns account for a third of monies raised on crowdfunding sites like 
GoFundMe, and many people who’ve fallen through the holes of the safety net have been 
helped this way. But studies show that fraud is rampant in crowdfunding, with fake patients 
and medical providers who are all too eager to take money for worthless treatment. Experts 
discuss these issues and the need for regulation.  Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Jeremy 
Snyder, Prof. of Health Sciences, Simon Fraser Univ.; Dr. Art Caplan, head, Division of 
Medical Ethics, New York University School of Medicine; Dr. Nora Kenworthy, Asst. Prof. of 
Nursing and Health Studies, Univ. of Washington-Bothell. 


